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Abstract: Sustainable interior theory construction model with the contextual eco-socio-econo interior
holistic approach become a problem and also research objective. Theoretical study was started from the
sustainable development to the sustainable interior understandings, hypothesis of eco-socio-econo
interior and terminology and theory of the sustainability of product-interior-structure scope. Generally,
method used in the research execution was referring to the theoretical construction method. The
research stages were the theoretical problem that continued by hypothesis and argumentation idea for
the theory construction in general. Methods used were: logical and critical argumentation, report and
description. Fisrt stage result of this research from the literature study was general theory in nature, the
sustainable interior consisted of 3 holistic and balanced consider of major pillars namely: eco-interior,
socio-interior, econo-interior.
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INTRODUCTION
The Design Interior scholarly responsibility to engage in role in responding the environmental global issues
became the background of research construction of sustainable interior theory. The anxiety for the sustainable,
holistic and contextual interior design science development underlay the effort to make the sustainable interior
theory construction. The global issues which accommodate as the focus of research background was the
availability of globally environmental degradation as an impact of climate shift and as a result of global
warming.
Sustainable developmental concept proposed as one of responses to the global environmental degradation.
Implication of the sustainable development concept of the Our Common Future published by the Brundtland
Commission (1987). The sustainable developmental concept to be the principle expected can be mutually faced
in the implementation of each of developmental aspects, both in international and national scopes. Three
sustainable developmental pillars are ecology, social and economic. In the concept understanding socialization
stage and the sustainable development implementation are needed the development and adaptation consistent
with ecological, social and economical context in each setting.
Likewise with the sustainable development in Indonesia, it is, of course, also needed the reasoning
considering the global phenomenon and responds it by the locality wealth capital owned. In the sustainable
development in Indonesia, exploitation of the entire natural and human resources nowadays should be spelled
out on the goals of (Sumarwoto, 2001): Ecology, for the ecosystem wholly and balance, supporting power,
biological diversity and global environment. Social, for the empowering, participation, social mobility, social
cohesion, cultural identity and institutional matter. Economic, for the growth, even distribution and efficiency.
The three goals are to be considered as the main factors in the sustainable development. The balance
consideration of all three ones as the thorough approach in development is highly needed. Thus it is important
for the researchers and practitioners to refer again all consideration bases and exploitation techniques of the
entire natural and human resources worked to the three goals.
The different understanding of every designer to the sustainable development concept result in the different
emphasizes in design. The different emphasizes result in the different design applied shape as well. Frequently,
the last result was the partial and holistically less optimum application (Kusumarini, 2007). Therefore, then a
holistic sustainable design approach involving ecological, social and economical aspects in every physical
development area is needed to consider included in interior space.
Interior Design Theory and Practice Development:
Interior is an object with the smallest second scope (second layer) after ‘product’ in the built environment
discussion. Study scopes and objects of built environment respectively from the smallest to the largest are:
products; interiors; landscapes; cities; regions; and earth (Mc.Clure, 2007: 115-116).. Interior is also often called
as “three dimensional enclosed space” and as the “nearest environment”, closest environment to the human
activities. Interior is an environment realized from products combination to meet human needs and adds value.
Ability to design effective interior will result in comfort, effectiveness and fun for human.
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Space the human neeed is consisteed of individuaal and family spaces demandding privacy, in
i addition, also
ng the social, cultural and commercial interactions. Inteerior is protectss human againnst
public spacce strengthenin
the externaal factors interrferences such as climate, nooise and publicc observation. Some specificc interior spacces
such as sh
hip, plane, or vehicle are deesigned to maaximize efficieency in the veery limited spatial dimensioon.
Products designed
d
together to shape interior
i
and innterior is integgrated in the structural
s
scoppe. The resulteed
artifact is interior spacee. Interior can be defined by
b adapting four definition parts
p
of built environment as
man; to meet function
fu
neededd, satisfy needs and add valuue;
follows: Innterior is spacee creation madee or set by hum
and to meddiate or intervene the wholee environment; with results innfluencing thee whole enviroonmental conteext
(contexts for
f interior incllude structure, landscape, cityy, state and earrth).
Interio
or consists of sppace forming and
a complemennt elements. Sppace forming elements
e
as outtlines consists of
horizontal limits (floor, ceiling) and vertical
v
limits (walls)
(
with alll of shapes vaariations and th
heir applicatioon.
mplement elem
ments consists of furniture (ffacilities to doo activities), acccessories and
d interior systeem
Space com
(various innstallations ap
pplied). Interior is activity ccontainer, it sh
hould be desiggned to accom
mmodate humaan
activity in the space and optimize
o
produ
uctivity of everry activity done in it.
Why does
d
‘interior’ to be importan
nt to discuss annd researched and to be deveeloped its sciennce area theoryy?
The reasonn is that ‘interioor’ is the envirronmental closeest to human and
a it to be the concrete objecct, a place wheere
the dominaant human actiivities direct-innterface intenssity takes placee to and in it. Largely time for
f human to do
d
activities are
a conducted in
i the space (innterior), thus innterior to be th
he quite imporrtant media in affecting qualiity
of human activities
a
conduucted in it.
Researrch in interio
or design divvided into 2 large domain
ns, namely: ddesign evaluation and theoory
developmeent. Design evaaluation is orieented to real obbject exploratiion, it also the assessment to what both havve
been succeessfully implem
mented or not. Theory develoopment focuseed on the underrstanding of baasic theories annd
concepts innterrelatednesss. Based on the statement, it is developed th
he tentative minnd map (sustain
nable interior) to
clarify the position of eacch domain (Figgure 1) as folloows:

Fig. 1: Minnd map of susttainable interioor.
There is a gap beetween theoreetical and praactical domain
ns In the devvelopment of interior desiggn
sustainabillity understandding (Stieg, 2006:7-21). Thhe sustainable interior desiggn understandiing studied annd
developed in the academ
mic world is differ
d
from whhat faced in th
he practical woorld. Practical world is highhly
depends onn industrial prroducts and tim
me and place setting
s
(mainly
y in the case oof material and
d interior systeem
availabilitiies), while acad
demic world develop theory based on ideall principles andd the prior reseearch results thhat
uncertainlyy applicable. Both
B
in theoretiical and practiccal domain, thee general underrstanding of su
ustainable desiggn
also remaiin partial in naature (concludiing from somee literatures). Each of them develops and implements thhe
sustainablee design underrstanding consiistent with thee demand focu
us partially, altthough theoretiical product annd
design worrk are publisheed in the sustainnable design toopic.
Deducctive investigaation to a num
mber of sustaainable design literatures shhowed that thhe attention annd
emphasizin
ng of ecologiccal aspects disccussion more consistently diiscussed. Furthher is the sociial aspect that is
quite discuussed and oftenn less discussedd is the econom
mical aspect. Since
S
the matteer due to the unnderstanding annd
emphasizin
ng of respectiive researcher and or writeer are differen
nt to the sustaainability topic. The partiallly
sustainablee design discusssion intended is one providinng emphasizing
g just in certainn part only of 3 main pillars of
sustainablee design (ecolo
ogy, social and economic). Thhe thorough discussions are tthe holistic and
d comprehensivve
approachess between eccology, sociall and econom
mical aspects, both respecctive discussio
on as balanceed
consideratiion and their in
nterrelatedness discussion.
The fiit theories for the sustainability decision and developm
ment in interiorr design scopee are still mucch
lacked. Thhe sustainable interior theory
y needed to formulate
f
to be the referencce both in objeect practice annd
evaluation. Unavailabilitty of applicablle and holistic theory, qualiffication system
m and parameteer encourage thhe
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necessity of advanced study in more contextual interior scope (for example, in Indonesia). Sustainable interior
theoretical formulation highly usable in assessment system development process to quantify the sustainable
interior design applied success.
Sustainable Interior Theory Construction Method:
Method in the research execution referred to theoretical construction method. Theoretical construction
method used to construct ideal theory. Ideal theory formulated by collecting the interrelated theories by logical
explanation for achieving the optimum understanding to something conceptual.
Following are three research stages conducted, referred to the research regular cycle to achieve research
result validity (developed in the sustainable interior context):
1. Theoretical Problem (description and interpretation), initiated from general description and implication
about the sustainable development to the sustainable interior. Result in this stage is gap of knowledge in the
sustainable interior science scope.
2. Idea Diagnosis and Argumentation (theoretical construction), is done by explain the idea diagnosis and
argumentation, concept and interrelationship of theoretical and practical scope to formulate the sustainable
interior theory principles prevailing globally.
3. Conclusion (conclusion and suggestion), structuring the research result analysis conclusion, namely the
theoretical formulation of sustainable interior, a holistic approach of eco-socio-econo interior.
The objectives of this research were not only to describe the developing theory up to this time and facts
existing on object, but also analyzing application in a given discussion context (sustainable interior). The case
conducted to achieve the end objective of new theory development in interior design science area, namely
sustainable interior by the ecological, social and economical holistic approach.
From Sustainable Development to Sustainable Interior:
Discussion on the theory of sustainable interior strongly interrelated to that discussion trace that starts from
the concept and theory of sustainable development. Sustainable development is a concept which is stated as an
approach to respond to global environmental issues, implicated as a macro perspective to all areas of
development. The concept of sustainable development that emerged and developed in their respective studies
underwent a process of adjustment in terms of emphasis and detail terms to discuss for each of its aspect. There
are many definitions are less clear and varied interpretations of 'sustainable development' which were adopted
within the scope of their respective disciplines. Representative definition of sustainable development is issued
by Brundland Commission in their report, "Our Common Future" (1987), also commonly referred to as the
Brundtland Report, as follows: ‘Development that meets the basic need of the present and increases the
opportunity to pursue a better life without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs’. Sustainable development concept consists of 3 main pillars which are ecology (environment), social and
economy.
In the theoretical description, the three pillars are balanced with equal circles. This indicates that in
theoretical description, all three pillars are ideally discussed and applied in balanced. In the discussion of reality,
the economic pillar becomes the discussion and consideration of the most dominant large circle, followed by a
social pillar and the smallest one is the environmental pillar. The composition works mainly on the reality of the
global capitalism. In the discussion of changes needed for the future, the three pillars are the same balanced in a
large circle. Pillars need to be considered in the context of environmental improvement and conservation, so that
it will affect the economic and social pillars in order to approach the balance consideration (figure 3).

Fig. 2: The Three pilars of sustainable development (The Theory, The Reality, The Change Needed to better
balance the model).
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Grunkemeyer (2000) stated matter about the existence of sustainable development definition as follows:
Sustainability has many definitions which are vague ambiguous, thus underlining the diversity of perspectives
related to the concept whose power resides in the integration of economic, social and ecological systems,
previously treated in a separate manner. This research explained the sustainability concept in the aspect scope
with the ecological, social and economical terms options as proposed by Grunkemeyer. Further, the discussion
would focus on each of aspects and terms selected consistent with the discussion scope, namely of sustainable
development – sustainable design – sustainable interior. Of course, with the aspects order as follows: eco-socioecono development  eco-socio-econo design  eco-socio-econo interior.
Hypothesis of Sustainable Interior Theory:
Hypothesis process logically based on the interior design responsibility, especially in the context of
ecological, social and economical responsibility. Hypothesis process conducted in a deduction manner to
various literature sources with sustainable design topic. The deductive process on the theory and substance of
sustainable design (products, interiors, structures) underlying the sustainable interior theory hypothesis would be
further constructed. Classification of discussion into the study substances of ecology, social and economy
become the initial resource in formulating whatever substances would be a part of sustainable interior theory.
Hypothesis is arranged by sorting and selecting the design discussion classification results related to ecology,
social and economy that may be included in the interior design scholarly study scope.
In the sustainable interior discussion, scope to be the study object involved inner space and outer space limited
to around the building. The inner space scope is involving building envelope, complement and interior system
elements. The limited outer space scope involved things to be the determinant factors or factors influencing the
interior design decision (inner space).
Inner Space (Interior):
Eco-Interior: Related to the interrelationships of the user human and the environment in the building. The
interrelationships intended are the benefits and impacts of each of interior stages for the user (occupant).
Socio-Interior: Related to interpersonal relationship in the space. Interpersonal relationship intended is the
social relationship enabled to be formed and maintained as the effect of its interior application. The social
relationship closely related to the psychological and cultural conditions of space users.
Econo-Interior: Related to the economic consideration for the building user and or owner. The economic
consideration intended is the considerations on cost must be spent and the benefit gained from the decision and
application of interior design. The considerations also related to the product and technology development
applied.
Limited Outer Space (Exterior):
Eco-Interior: Related to the design decision considering issue and or condition of outer space environment.
The issue or condition of outer space environment intended is those which influencing the decision and
application of interior design.
Socio-Interior: Related to the social relationship from inside to outer of building. Social relationship
intended is the social interaction enabled to be formed from the user in the space to the individual or community
in the outside of space and vice versa influenced by interior decision and application.
Econo-Interior: Related to the design decision oriented to the local environmental economic empowering.
Economical empowering intended is the economic development support (both service and product industries) as
a result of interior design decision and application effect both in small and large scales.
Identification of Eco-Socio-Econo Interior Aspect:
Identification started by the deductive investigation of about 50 literature sources discussing about
sustainable design related topic with the limitation of built environmental science scope from product to
construction. Identification process is done by sorting of study aspects brought out into each of discussions in
the ecological, social and economical classification. The process is repeated in each of identification stages, both
eco-interior, socio –interior and econo-interior.
Eco-Interior Aspect:
The theories developing related to the discussion about the interior specific scope ecology and design are
dominated by the discussion on material aspect, lighting system and ventilation system. The least discussed
aspects are the electromagnetic emission and indoor waste management.
Study aspects identified in the eco-interior theory scope are: space organization, material selection, lighting
system, ventilation system, water sanitation, indoor pollution, electromagnetic emission and indoor trash
management. Each of them has orientation to reach the optimum condition.
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Socio-Interior Aspect:
The developing theories related to discussion about social and design of interior specific are dominated by
discussion on interaction-cohesion and cultural identity aspects. The least discussed aspect is the universal
design (inclusive design).
Study aspect identified in the eco-interior theory scope is: cultural identity, universal design, human
behavior, participation and interaction-cohesion. Each of them has orientation to achieve the optimum condition.
Econo-Interior Aspect:
Theories developing related to discussion on social and design of interior specific scope are dominated by
the discussion on the efficiency aspect. The least discussed aspect is the equity.
Study aspects identified in econo-interior theory scope are: efficiency, empowering-growth, potential,
equity and soft benefit. Each of them has orientation to achieve the optimum condition.
Identification of Each Aspects of Eco-Socio-Econo Interior Orientation:
Further process is identifying the orientation of each aspect of eco-interior, socio-interior and econo-interior
thus it will be obtained the orientation formulation of each aspect to be made as the principle reference of each
aspect. Identification was conducted by elaborating what study points are proposed by each of literature sources
related to eco-interior, socio-interior and econo-interior aspects as follows:
Eco-Interior Aspect Orientation:
Space organization, oriented on the space activities and needs analysis application, space grouping, space
determinant side, circulation and accessibility and direction of the architectural-interior design-construction
object to the directions of sun revolution and wind.
Material selection, oriented to the ecological building materials application comply with the exploitation
and production requirements with energy as little as possible and the entropy condition as low as possible, does
not undergo transformation cannot returned to nature and more stemmed from the local natural resources and
have no impact for health and of economical value.
Lighting system, oriented to the energy conservation effort application by the economizing in determination
of lighting type and level, natural light reflection technique, heat and glare reduction technique and using the
renewable energy resources.
Ventilation system, oriented to energy conservation effort application by maximizing the natural air
circulation technique and exploiting the solar energy passively by the convective, radiative and evaporative
passive methods.
Water sanitation, oriented on the circulation effort application between clean water source and its waste
management.
Indoor pollution, oriented on the application of effort to minimize impacts and anticipating the chemical,
biological and physical pollutants developing in the space.
Electromagnetic emission, oriented to the application of effort to anticipate technical radiation in the form
of artificial electrical field, artificial magnetic field and static artificial magnetic field.
Indoor waste management, oriented to the effort application of consumption economizing and sorting for
the goal with the principles to reduce, reuse, refunction and recycle.
Socio-Interior Aspect Orientation:
Culture identity, oriented on the necessarily of socio cultural effect in facing the adaptation problem to
environmental condition. Cultural identity also highly needed in facing the rapid of global technology change.
Universal design (inclusive design), oriented to the necessarily of human in the space in the effort of
process of making aware to the sustainable design implementation. Behavior expected is the aware behavior for
the consequence of activities shall influence the design decision. Both indoor human individual and group
behaviors may affect the sustainable design application decision.
Participation, oriented on the involvement all of activities carried out in the spaces planned to be the part in
the concrete action achieves the sustainable design.
Interaction and cohesion, oriented on the effort to accommodate human activity via space design enabling
the optimization of social interaction and cohesion occurrence among the user humans.
Econo-Interior Aspect Orientation:
Efficiency, oriented on the efficient design application in the whole realization process, especially in the
construction and operational processes.
Empowering and growth, oriented on the design application having effect on the economic empowering and
growth of societal groups.
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Potential, oriented on the creative design encouraging the emergence of economic potential can be
developed.
Equity, oriented on the design application making use the local potentials evenly, not dominant to make use
just a certain potential.
Soft benefit, oriented to get additional profit in the form of space user health and the user growth of
psychology-social interaction.
Conclusion:
Research as an effort of theory construction by the holistic eco-socio-econo interior approach was initiated
with the construction of sustainable interior of principally universal characteristics and orientation. The results
were the sustainable interior theory concept consisted of 3 holistic and balanced consideration of major pillars
namely: eco-interior, socio-interior, econo-interior. Eco-interior discussion aspects were: space organization,
material selection, lighting system, ventilation system, air sanitation, indoor pollution, electromagnetic emission
and indoor waste management. Socio-interior discussion aspect were: cultural identity, universal design, human
behavior, participation and interaction-cohesion. Econo-interior discussion aspects were: efficiency,
empowering and growth, potential, equity and even soft benefit.
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